
BACK TO GREEN LAND
Travel dates: 12 – 21 November 2019
Project type: Youth Exchange
Place: Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
Participating countries: United Kingdom, Romania, Denmark, 
Slovakia, Latvia and Turkey 
Participants per country: 7 participants – 1 group leader          
(no age limit) and 6 participants (age 18-30)



PROJECT SUMMARY
The idea and initiative of 'Back to Green Land” originated from young people who want to intensify the 
attention amongst their peers about existing climate change and strengthen the awareness of how this 
significant threat is facing the entire planet. “Back to Green Land” aim is to aid youth to further understanding 
on what is climate and how the human can contribute to climate variability. To let young people learn from our 
planet and its resources, exchange about efficient methods how to protect environment simultaneously 
enhancing the positive aspects of natural green land. We want to aid young people to realize the importance 
of protection in small communities whilst simultaneously becoming globally aware of issues to the climate 
change, using diverse non-formal learning methods and activities in multicultural context. "Back to Green 
Land" will foster a platform for its participants to find these answers for themselves and get empowered to 
share this knowledge in their communities ever after. The main objectives of the project are: 
• To facilitate the exchange of exploration, experience, expression and knowledge on unconventional ideas 

to increase awareness on a global level within a group of 42 young people;
• To improve solidarity and dialogue, realizing current issues faced by community, with the encouragement 

to find a solution as an active European citizen with a motion to connect Europe as one;
• To strengthen mutual understanding and establishing ways to work together between young people from 

different countries;
• To prepare the group to experience environmentally friendly activities - treasure hunt, hiking, debates 

about eco topics, study visits, recycling workshops, greening, creation on motivational video, traditional 
evenings, etc;

• To involve youth with fewer opportunities (minorities, youngsters from rural areas, economic or social 
obstacles);

• To disseminate significant impact on local, national and international level.



PARTICIPANTS
Project will host 42 participants from the following 6 organizations:

• “EXP” - Exploring, Experience and Expression (United Kingdom)
• “Danish Intercultural Organisation” (Denmark)
• “Mother Flower” (Slovakia)
• “Radi Vidi Pats” (Latvia)
• “Diyarbakir Cevre ve Kalkinma Dernegi” (Turkey)
• Asociatia “D.G.T.” (Romania)

Regarding the participants’ knowledge of the “Back to Green Land” topic, young people can be with various 
understandings about the climate change, environment protection and ecosystem. 

Specific Skills: 1 - 2 participants of each national group will need to have at least basic knowledge about filming 
(studying school, freelancers or have experience in other projects related to filming). With them should be 
specific equipment (camera or high quality phone, computer) to use their skills in practise during the project. 



TRAVEL COSTS
Greenland is a hard place to reach, by all standards, so special 
arrangements for the travel there have been made. 
There is only one flight per day from Europe (Copenhagen) to 
Kangerlussuaq and back to Copenhagen, exclusively by Air 
Greenland. This flight will be booked and paid by the 
organizers, due to the high costs. Information about the flight 
(dates/hours) below: 

This flight has included a checked-in bag of 20 kg and a cabin 
bag of 8 kg. Also, includes a meal and drinks during the trip.



• The flights from your cities to Copenhagen and back to your cities are supported entirely by you!

Due to the high costs of the flight from Denmark to Greenland and back, each participant should cover on 
his/her own the travel costs from their cities to Copenhagen.

When booking your flights (or other means of transport, such as buses, trains, etc) to come to Copenhagen 
and to go back, please remember that on 12 November 2019 the departure flight to Greenland is at 11:00 
(AM) from CPH airport and on 21 November 2019 we arrive from Greenland to CPH airport at 21:30 (PM).

You can choose to stay in Copenhagen up to 2 days before/after the flight to Greenland, but all expenses 
related to your stay in Copenhagen (accommodation, meals, local transport) are supported entirely by you.

• The youth exchange foresees a non - refundable bond of 50 € to be paid by bank transfer after selection 
(bank details will be provided after selection). Personal contribution is requested due to high cost of living 
in Greenland! The participation bond is to be considered NOT REFUNDABLE unless the project is 
cancelled or delayed by our side. In case you have financial difficulties, please contact 
montastnom@gmail.com we can try to find solutions. 

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION

mailto:montastnom@gmail.com


IMPORTANT!

PASSPORT: To enter in Greenland, participants will need a valid passport. More details: 
https://naalakkersuisut.gl/en/About-government-of-greenland/About-Greenland/Coming-to-
Greenland/Schengen-and-Tourists

VISA COSTS: If necessary, will be covered by the participants.

PROOF OF TRAVEL: Please keep all the boarding passes and e-tickets of airplane, bus and/or train. We 
will also need the boarding passes of your flights from your cities to Copenhagen and back to your cities 
in order to prove your full travel route, even if these are not reimbursed by Erasmus+. Also, all receipts/ 
invoices are needed, without exception.

REMEMBER: To determine where you are from, RESIDENCE is the counting factor, not nationality. This 
means that we can support the participation of somebody living in Romania (or UK, Slovakia, etc), AS 
LONG AS YOU TRAVEL TO AND FROM THE COUNTRY, no matter what nationality is shown on your 
passport. Please don't ask for exceptions ("I'm originally from Romania but now I live in Iceland can I 
travel from there?"), these are the rules and we cannot change them!

https://naalakkersuisut.gl/en/About-government-of-greenland/About-Greenland/Coming-to-Greenland/Schengen-and-Tourists


ACCOMODATION
Kangerlussuaq Youth Hostel is located in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland. Here is a 
link to the accommodation place, so you can find out more:
http://kangv.dk/en/

Note: As all participants fly together and come back together, there will not be 
any additional stay in Greenland.

We will live together in several dormitory rooms. The location does not have 
many rooms, so there is a high possibility that we will be mixed by genders. 
There are common showers and toilets, also a common area for the indoor 
activities that we will make during the programme.

Pillows, blankets, bed linen will be provided. Feel free to bring a sleeping bag 
in case you believe it might be cold during the night (temperatures can drop to 
2-3 Celsius even in June, during the night). Bring your own towel and all 
toiletries that you need for shower, etc.

For indoors, it’s best to bring slippers or house-shoes. Because outside can be 
muddy and dirty, we would like each participant to have a pair of shoes or 
slippers used only indoor!

At the moment we are not sure if the Wi-Fi connection at the hostel is strong 
enough to manage our needs as a group. Please also research on your own 
what are the Internet roaming charges for Greenland. We recommend you to 
buy a local sim card for Greenland (might be possible in Copenhagen too, and 
for sure in Kangerlussuaq) and charge it, so you can have your own data 
internet always.

http://kangv.dk/en/


FOOD
- All the meals will be prepared by the participants, in national teams. For each day we will have a national team 

preparing breakfast, lunch and dinner.
- Very important: Each national team is responsible for bringing various types of food from Europe that can be cooked 

and shared with others during the project! The prices for food products are extremely high in Greenland (more than in 
Norway or Iceland), so we would like to make sure we have enough food, by sharing responsibility among ourselves.

How will this work? Easy! !
Each national team will have responsibility to cook in at least for 1 full day and 1 extra meal (breakfast, lunch or dinner) 
which will be explained more in details when national groups are formed. The team members will have time to chat and 
think about what they would like to prepare during those days, for breakfast, lunch, dinner. They will discuss about 
ingredients needed and quantity (please bear in mind there will be 42 persons in total) and after they will decide who 
buys what and who carries what. Each participant can carry without problems in their luggage 2-3-4 kilos of food 
products. Each participant should be responsible to buy an amount of food decided in the national group, and share 
costs. The expenses related to buying food cannot be reimbursed.
You can combine the ‘cultural night’ products (which you will bring anyway for the country presentation) with the cooking 
when it’s your country’s turn, so you can prepare for all of us typical meals from your country, making it an entire 
‘cultural day’. We are counting on your creativity!
Recommended types of food to bring: smoked meat and cheese (because they can resist many days without getting 
spoiled); dried mushrooms and dried vegetables; rice; flour; different types of pastas; canned food (beans, peas, etc); 
spices. Be very careful if trying to bring fresh food because it can get easily spoiled. There will be fridges at the location, 
but we are not sure of the whole capacity.
At the same time, there will be various products which we can buy in Kangerlussuaq, as there are few food shops in that 
town. We will buy basic products such as bread, salt, spices, potatoes, butter, jam, etc. Please remember that some 
really basic fruits and vegetables in Europe (such as tomatoes) can cost 5-6 euros / kilo in Greenland.



INTERCULTURAL PRESENTATION

Each country will have chance to introduce their own culture to the other participants. 
Bring your own deserts, food, music, dances, flags, etc. Bring as many things from your 
countries as you can and don’t forget that you can integrate the cultural presentation in 
the meals that you will be anyway cooking for the entire group. 

Do the presentation in a fun and creative way !!! Dances, songs, acting, video 
presentations, games are really welcome. Try to avoid PowerPoint presentation or long 
videos as they can be quite boring. However, make sure you have everything 
downloaded because it might be very difficult to use the Internet for your presentations. 
In addition, feel free to bring information and presentation about your organization.



LIVING TOGETHER
All the participants will be expected to be present and active in all the activities during the project.

The house will be self managed by our group, which will be responsible for living together during the youth 
exchange. It is a normal part of our educational approach, and encourages community spirit, responsibility 
and sharing. Everyday tasks like cleaning, setting tables, sorting garbage and washing up will be shared by 
participants, as part of the "sustainable living" experience. 

It is not allowed to smoke inside the hostel, all the smokers will have to go outside to specially designated 
areas for a smoking.

We expect you to respect and protect the property accommodation place - those who fail to do this will be fined 
directly by the property (Kangerlussuaq Youth Hostel).

Alcohol is not allowed during the activities of our official programme. It is your own responsibility what you do in 
your free time, but please keep moderation. The hostel also has the following policy: loud intoxicated or drunk 
behaviour at the youth hostel is not allowed, and will result in immediate cancellation of your stay, with no 
refund.

For more details about conduct and house rules, please read: http://kangv.dk/en/?Houserules
During the first day of the exchange, after we get to know each other better, we will set 
together more guidelines for making our stay in Greenland as best as possible!

http://kangv.dk/en/?Houserules


WHAT TO PREPARE? FINAL CHECKLIST
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS  Bring all your travel documents printed (tickets, invoices and etc.). Group leaders 
are responsible to collect these documents from participants. We will not have the possibility to print 
documents in Greenland.
INSURANCE Participants must have insurance. The following areas must be covered:
- travel insurance (including damage or loss of luggage);
- third party liability (including, wherever appropriate, professional indemnity or insurance for 
responsibility);
- accident and serious illness (including permanent or temporary incapacity);
- death (including repatriation in case of projects carried out abroad).
HEALTH CARD  It is strongly recommended that participants in transnational activities are in 
possession of a European Health Card. This is a free card that gives access to medically necessary, 
state-provided healthcare during a temporary stay in any of the 28 EU countries, Iceland, Liechtenstein 
and Norway, under the same conditions and at the same cost (free in some countries) as people 
insured in that country. More information on the card and on how to obtain it is available at
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559.
REUSABLE CUP! We recommend each participant to bring a personal cup as the hostel cannot provide 
everyone with them.
FOOD PRODUCTS  Don’t forget the products for the meals that your national team will prepare. Also, 
each team can bring tea and coffee that is popular in their countries so that we can taste differences 
and similarities.
COMFORTABLE AND WARM CLOTHES  Check the weather forecast before going to the exchange!!! 
November will be VERY COLD as it is as well winter period in Greenland. You must have windproof and 
waterproof clothes as they are the best for cold and windy weather! We will send you more details 
about special clothes and equipment needed for some outdoor activities (hiking) in the weeks before 
the exchange. Bring own flip-flops or inside shoes because you will not be able to use outdoor shoes in 
workshop rooms. 
INTERCULTURAL PRESENTATION  Bring your own deserts, food, music, 
dances, flags, etc. Prepare presentation in a fun and creative way within
your national team!

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559


SEE YOU ALL IN 
GREENLAND

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfkNauXJrRQ8cojafbczZHvyOtRp_1ckKHBZ55KTMjljy0ggg/viewform?usp=sf_link

